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Executive Summary

FY2015 saw another exciting year of expansion for the Missouri River Bird Observatory. Thanks to partners
within the Missouri conservation community and the tireless work by MRBO staff, the scope of our wetlands
and grasslands projects was broadened and we took on a new bottomland forest project. We also continued
to enlarge and improve our conservation education work throughout the state.
In the following report, we present the three large survey projects which comprise the bulk of MRBO’s bird
monitoring work. This year, MRBO staff walked 146 miles of transect surveys on 51 prairie properties. The
results can be applied to more than 33,000 acres of public and private grassland. On the wetland project we
surveyed 30 private properties during both the migration and breeding season, resulting in direct bird-use
information for 7,800 acres. And on the bottomland forest project, birds were documented at 85 point count
locations on six Conservation Areas, resulting in information for over 14,000 acres of forest.
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All three projects are operated in partnership with the MDC along with private landowners and several
NGOs. Data from these projects enter directly into a management feedback loop, such that the data have
direct application to on-the-ground land management within just a few months of the survey season.
MDC and private land managers use the data to determine which actions result in direct increases in local
bird populations. With survey properties located throughout the state, this direct application to habitat
management will have a significant impact on the abundance of Missouri’s birds in grasslands, wetlands, and
bottomland forests. Detailed reports on each of these projects are available on our website at mrbo.org/mrboreports/. Reports for each survey season are published in autumn of the same year.
In this FY2015 report, we take the opportunity to summarize all of the education and outreach events
operated by MRBO staff this year. While information about MRBO’s achievements in the education sector
are often highlighted in our seasonal newsletter The Rectrix, this FY Report allows a forum for disseminating
the sum yearly total of MRBO’s education work. From August 2014 to July 2015, there were a total of 65
events that MRBO hosted or operated with partners across the state of Missouri and an additional week-long
public event in Tennessee. Through a wide variety of venues, we reached approximately 1,700 Missourians
of all ages and more than 300 people from other states with our bird conservation message. A generous
private donation allowed MRBO to hire an educator for the April – June 2015 season. The presence of this
educator doubled MRBO’s education and outreach work during that time.
Plans are already in place for FY2016 to continue or expand all of MRBO’s monitoring projects as well
as further grow and improve our education program. New partnerships with other NGOs and continuing
relationships with state agencies have solidified MRBO’s capacity for conservation-focused work in the
coming year.
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Education & Outreach

FY2015 was another banner year for MRBO education programs. All
MRBO staff members pitched in to organize and operate MRBO’s own
education events or assist with partner events throughout the state. During the
months of April – June 2015, our education programs increased exponentially
with the addition of a seasonal full-time educator, Emily Wilmoth. The amount
and quality of events undertaken by Emily displayed the value of MRBO
having a dedicated education position. As an organization, we continue to
strive for a year-round, full-time education coordinator.
Here is a summary of MRBO’s 66 education and outreach activities in
FY2015:
August 9th in Glasgow: Ethan Duke and Zeb Yoko operated a Missouri River
birds-themed booth and presentation at the Glasgow Jamboree. Ethan gave
a presentation on the birds of the Missouri River to an audience of almost 50
festival attendees.

September 20th in Boonville: Missouri River Relief organized the Boonville River Fest, a large educational festival devoted to the
River and its resources. MRBO staff operated a booth at the Fest and answered all manner of bird questions. In addition to the many
educational booths at this festival, there was also excellent live music and a number of vendors with food, drink, and crafts.
September 23rd in Warrensburg: Our second seminar in 2014 at Trails Regional Library. We discussed Missouri’s winter birds and
some tough identification questions with attendees of many different skill levels.
September 27th at Prairie State Park: At the well-attended Prairie Jubilee, MRBO discussed prairie birds and provided bird literature to
hundreds of attendees.
October 8th at Columbia Audubon Nature Sanctuary: At the hugely popular and growing Banding With Nature field day for Columbia
2nd-graders, MRBO again presented all-day banding demonstrations to over 300 students. We were happy to have two birds to show
every class this year!
October 11th & 12th at Arrow Rock Heritage Craft Festival: Now in its 46th year, the Craft Fest is attended by over 2,000 people.
MRBO staff operated a booth where families could build a nestbox or bird-feeder to take home for free. We sent more than 50 families
home with these items this year!
October 11th at Cole Camp Prairie Day: MRBO’s Veronica Mecko and Zeb Yoko hosted MRBO’s 4th annual banding demonstration
in conjunction with the Missouri Prairie Foundation’s Evening on the Prairie. Attendees got to see several grassland sparrows that are
usually difficult to view in the fall and winter.
October 17th at Centralia 2nd Grade Field Day: This superb event, organized by Centralia science teacher Angela Willier, rotates
students around fun educational stations at the City Park. These stations included fish, mammals, invertebrates, and geology. MRBO
was there to show students birds in hand, teach them binoculars use, and go on bird walks.
October 28th in Rolla: This was our second all-day educational event at Truman Elementary School. Eight 3rd and 4th grade classes
viewed and collected data at banding demonstrations conducted in their outstanding Outdoor Classroom. We captured 60 birds that day.
Two Common Grackles were the bird stars of the day for the kids, while MRBO staff especially enjoyed a surprising Chipping Sparrow
juvenile.
November 8th in Blue Springs: MRBO kicked off the first of five winter banding events at the Burroughs Audubon Library. The
demonstration was well-attended by children and adults, and we were pleased to capture a wide diversity of birds.
December 2nd in Gravois Mills: Lake of the Ozarks Master Naturalists: One of our long-time Backyard Banding participants, Joann
Billington, hosted 15 members of her Master Naturalist Chapter at an early December banding event. We discussed all manner of bird
topics, including winter site fidelity, migration patterns, and physiology. Attendees got to see a nice diversity of birds, including Whitebreasted Nuthatch, Downy Woodpecker, Pine Sisken, and a female Hairy Woodpecker originally banded at the site in 2012.
October – December, statewide: In addition to the events described above, Fall 2014 was also spent conducting outreach to private
landowners as part of our grasslands and wetlands monitoring projects. Many of our study sites occur on private land. This not only
gives us the opportunity to monitor birds on unstudied sites, it allows us to speak and correspond with landowners to increase their
awareness of non-game birds. At the end of each survey season, we provide every landowner with a report indicating all the bird
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species and numbers documented on their property as well as a write-up detailing our
observations of habitat. These reports went out to 36 landowners in 2014.
December 6th, January 10th, February 7th & March 7th in Blue Springs: The
continuation of the winter banding series at Burroughs Audubon Library. During these
events, more than 150 people visited the Library to view birds from the upper viewing
platform and watch MRBO’s bird-banding demonstration.
December 12th & January 9th in Jefferson City: Banding demonstrations drew about
70 individuals and families to the Birds-I-View Bird Garden at these winter events.
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January 24th – 31st in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee: MRBO staff gave eight presentations
at Wilderness Wildlife Week. Topics ranged from basic bird ID to advanced acoustics
to the effects of the modern agricultural system on wildlife conservation. Over the course of the week, over 300 people attended MRBO
presentations.
February 19th – 23rd at Lake of the Ozarks: MRBO staff provided several sessions at the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education’s Interface Conference for science and math teachers. Our sessions focused on getting kids outdoors as part of scientific data
collection and associated math exercises.
March 9th in Jefferson City: We had a packed house for our afternoon banding demonstration and evening bird ID seminar at the Birds-IView store. More than 60 people learned about local birds, their conservation, and simple things to do to help Missouri’s birds.
March 12th in Kansas City: Ethan Duke provided an Advanced Training seminar to the Osage Trails Chapter of the Missouri Master
Naturalists, focusing on monitoring methods of birds’ yearly life cycles.
March 21st at the Springfield Nature Center: At the always-busy SNC, MRBO staff hosted more than 150 people throughout the day at a
bird-banding demonstration and viewing session.
March 31st in Columbia: MRBO staff presented scientific methods in avian research and career possibilities to the gifted students of The
Field School’s Ornithology class.
April 2nd in California, MO: Dana Ripper gave three presentations to approximately 90 attendees of the Missouri Women in Agriculture
Conference. The sessions focused on gardening with native plants and the variety of birds attracted and benefitted by natives.
April 2nd in Jefferson City: MRBO’s Ethan Duke and Nic Salick operated a booth at the Conservation Federation of Missouri’s Conservation
at the Capitol Day. Missouri’s birds and their importance were represented to legislators and lobbyists from around the state.
April 4th in Arrow Rock: The entire MRBO seasonal staff was given a certification training in Flying WILD, allowing all of our employees
to incorporate elements of this conservation-focused program in our formal and informal education events.
April 9th in Columbia: MRBO Educator Emily Wilmoth talked with Jill
Rockett’s young Ornithology students at the Center for Gifted Education
about possible careers in the field and discussed the basics of bird
identification then took a bird walk around the schoolyard.
April 11th in Warrensburg: MRBO staff and volunteers set up a bird
banding station for the UCM Bio-blitz at Pertle Springs City Park. The
event was well attended by college students and the general public. We
banded a Northern Cardinal, a Swamp Sparrow, and a Northern Parula.
Leah Monteleone, a volunteer avian rehabilitator at Lakeside Nature Center
in Kansas City and her educational hummingbird named Tuck made an
appearance at the event.
April 14th in Arrow Rock: Twenty-nine 1st-3rd graders from David Barton
Elementary attended the first Natural and Cultural History of Arrow Rock
program. Emily led the students on a nature hike through Arrow Rock and
discussed the area’s natural history. Long-time resident and member of
Friends of Arrow Rock Kathy Borgman led the cultural history portion of
the program.
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April 15th at Knob Noster State Park: MRBO educator Emily joined Cynthia Green, MDC
Education Consultant, for a 5th grade field trip that was part of the MDC’s Discover Nature
Schools program. They led the “adopt a tree” station, which was just one of the many outdoor
education stations that students visited.
April 16th in Marshall: Emily led multiple programs on Missouri’s natural resources at
Butterfield’s Youth Services. We discussed the value of a variety of natural resources in past
and present Missouri. Students were able to examine some animal pelts and arrowheads as
examples. We also discussed career opportunities related to natural resources.

MRBO Educator Emily Witlonth

April 17th in Arrow Rock: Cynthia Green and Emily assisted with a Hardeman School field trip
to Arrow Rock. We assisted Kindergarteners and 1st-3rd graders in catching macro-invertebrates,
frogs, and other creatures in a fresh water spring and taught students about the great biodiversity
existing in the water.

April 18th at Columbia Bottoms Conservation Area: MRBO staff set up a banding station at The Wildlife Society’s conclave event.
College students who are studying wildlife were able to see the banding operation in action and the group also discussed bird banding as one
type of method used to monitor birds. We banded a Northern Cardinal and a White-throated Sparrow. Students were excited for the chance
to see the birds in hand.
April 22nd in Moberly: Emily presented at an Earth Day event at Rothwell Park. She was joined by falconer Amber Vanstrien and her
American Kestrel. The event was attended by 210 fourth-graders and their teachers. Despite the chilly weather, the event was a great
success. Students learned all about kestrel adaptations and conservation.
April 23rd and 24th in Columbia: MRBO staff members set up a banding station for the Banding with Nature event at Columbia Audubon
Nature Sanctuary. A few hundred 2nd graders attended this two-day event. Students and teachers were able to learn about bird banding by
observing it first-hand. Some of the species that were banded included a Brown Thrasher, a Northern Parula, and a Summer Tanager!
April 27th at Mora Conservation Area: Ten Calhoun High School students from Jennifer Chamber’s Freshman Ecology Class took a field
trip to MRBO’s spring banding station at Mora CA. We looked and listened for a variety of grassland species and other migratory species.
Several American Goldfinches and a Field Sparrow were caught and used to demonstrate banding techniques to the students.
April 27th at Missouri Valley College, Marshall: Ethan provided a seminar on techniques and careers in Ornithology to MVC’s Biology
Department. Ten Wildlife Management students, eight General Biology students, and five faculty members were in attendance.
April 30th in Arrow Rock: Twenty-four 3rd and 4th grade students from Northwestern Elementary enjoyed an educational morning in Arrow
Rock. The beautiful weather was perfect for exploring nature. We identified a variety of colorful wildflowers and found a Ribbon Snake!
April 30th in Kansas City: MRBO directors Dana & Ethan provided an hour presentation on conservation in Missouri to 70 members of the
Kansas City Vanguard Club, a gentleman’s organization founded in 1955.
May 1st at Van Meter State Park: Thirty-six Higbee High School students took a field trip to the state park. Cynthia Green and Emily led
the macroinvertebrate sampling portion of the trip. Students enjoyed getting a little muddy while searching for creatures in the marsh. Our
sampling proved the marsh to be rich in biodiversity.
May 3rd at Montauk State Park: MRBO staff were lucky to attend a hummingbird banding event led by hummingbird bander and
researcher, Lanny Chambers. Leah Monteleone was also present with her educational hummingbird, Tuck. 32 Ruby-throated hummingbirds
were caught and banded in only three hours! The event was well attended by visitors to the park.
May 4th at Prairie Fork Conservation Area: MRBO staff assisted with a field trip of 15 students from the Center for Gifted Education.
Following the field trip, Dana, Ethan and Emily were fortunate enough to visit with
Pat Jones, who lives on the property. She is an incredible woman who has made
many important contributions to conservation in Missouri.
May 5th at Prairie Fork Conservation Area: Sixty students from the Center
for Gifted Education visited the area for a field experience day. Emily took Jill
Rockett’s Ornithology class on a bird walk through the prairie and woods. We
observed and impressive variety of birds, and the students practiced taking field
notes.
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May 6th in Arrow Rock: Eight 4th grade students from Clarksburg Elementary
School participated in an Arrow Rock natural and cultural history program.
Despite a little drizzle, we had a pleasant walk and great conversations about
nature. Kayla Nilges, a reporter with the Marshall Democrat-News, joined the
group to write about MRBO’s involvement in Arrow Rock school programs

May 7th in Arrow Rock: A group of 120 students from Chester Boren Middle
School visited Arrow Rock. Emily led four rotations of nature walks on what
started out as a beautiful day. We observed a variety of plants and animals as we
discussed the natural history of the area. The final group got a little wet when a
sudden downpour surprised us!
May 8th & 9th at Weston Bend State Park: MRBO’s fifth time at the Wings Over
Weston bird festival. May 8th consisted of an educational field day for 300 fourthgrade students, while May 9th was open to the public. Approximately 600 visitors
attended this celebration of birds. During both days we had a steady flow of birds
to band, and lots of people to share our love of birds with.
May 11th in Marshall: Emily visited Butterfield Youth Services and took students on bird/nature walks near their school. They were able
to practice using binoculars and identifying some birds by sight and sound. Along with 20 species of birds, students were excited to find a
crayfish, a frog, and a coyote!
May 12th in Arrow Rock: Eight 4th grade students from Clarksburg
came to Arrow Rock to learn about its natural and cultural history.
We spent some time discovering the life that exists in Arrow Rock’s
“Big Spring” and also had some great discussions about how
Native Americans and the European Settlers used the many natural
resources that Arrow Rock had to offer.
May 15th at Knob Noster State Park: Thirty students from Green
Ridge Elementary School took a field trip to the state park and
MRBO staff were there to share with the students about birds and
the banding process. A beautiful, male Indigo Bunting was singing
and showing off all morning. We banded five birds, including that
Indigo Bunting and a Mourning Warbler!
May 16th in Lexington: Emily visited Battle of Lexington State
Historic Site for Kids in the Park Day. Several families came to the
park to build birdhouses, go on a nature hike, and play a migration
challenge game! Even with some rain showers, it was a wonderful event.
May 16th in Arrow Rock: As part of Kids in the Park Day, MRBO staff member Veronica Mecko and wildlife rehabilitator Leah
Monteleone presented on Ruby-throated Hummingbirds and the diversity of hummingbirds. The highlight of the event was Tuck the
captive hummingbird. Visitors also had the chance to make origami hummingbirds.
May 22nd in Arrow Rock: Seventy-four 3rd grade students from Our Lady of Lourdes came to Arrow Rock for the last school program
of the season. Students were thrilled to find crayfish, frogs, birds, and a snake during the natural history portion of the program. We
discussed how plant and animal life has changed in the area over that last few hundred years.
May 23rd in Arrow Rock: Emily led six outgoing campers on a bird walk along the trails near the Arrow Rock State Historic Site
campground. Our group members were a mix of ages and were visiting from a variety of locations. We identified 25 bird species on our
adventure.
May 27th in Marshall: Emily visited Butterfield Youth Services to educate students about the trees of Missouri. We started with a
discussion about the history of forests in the state. We practiced identifying trees with a dichotomous key, and took some measurements
of trees using a Biltmore stick. Lastly, we brainstormed a variety of different products that are made with the trees that we identified.
June 4th in Marshall: Emily led a program about birds at Marshall Day Camp. Camp was attended by about 25 kids of different ages.
We discussed bird identification and listened to our favorite bird songs. Then of course, we did some bird watching. We had a lot of fun
observing the Barn Swallows that were nesting on the outside of the building!
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June 5th in Marshall: Emily returned to Butterfield Youth
Services to play a nature bingo game with the students
on a rainy day. They were challenged to answer nature
related trivia questions in order to mark squares on their
bingo cards. All of the questions were related to the
wildlife and natural history of Missouri.
June 7th at Bolivar: MRBO staff led a morning bird walk
at a Missouri Prairie Foundation Bio-blitz held at La
Petite Gemme Prairie. We had about 20 participants join
us on our walk. We observed an impressive amount of
Dickcissels, and we were able to get some good looks at a
few Henslow’s Sparrows. It was great to spend time with
so many fellow nature lovers.

June 8th in Jefferson City: Emily went to Cub Scout
Camp at the fairgrounds. Throughout the day, about 120
scouts attended the bird walks! They learned how to use
field guides and binoculars. Three Bald Eagles soared
over us for much of the afternoon, which was a highlight. Scouts also enjoyed observing some families of Canada Geese.
June 9th in Marshall: Emily went to Butterfield Youth Services to collect insects with the students. First, we discussed key characteristics
and adaptations of insects. We also thought about some of the ways that insects are beneficial to humans. We then collected a variety of
butterflies, beetles, and even some arachnids to observe under magnification!
June 10th in Jefferson City: Emily’s second day at Cub Scout Camp was all about migration! Scouts were able to compare their “flapping”
rate to that of some migrating birds. They were also able to calculate how many hamburgers they would need to eat each day to store up
enough fat for migration. Finally, they got to become their favorite bird and play the Great Migration Challenge game.
June 11th in Marshall: Emily took Marshall Day Campers on a birds and bugs nature
hike. The 20 young campers observed and identified a variety of birds, insects, and
other wildlife. There was an abundance of toads in the woods! We discussed some of
the ecological relationships between birds and bugs. The bird behavior of “anting” was
a favorite example.
June 16th in Arrow Rock: Emily met with about a dozen members of the Daughters of
the American Revolution in Arrow Rock to speak with them about the natural history of
the area. They were excited to hear about all of the different birds seen in Arrow Rock,
and we were even able to do a little birding from the pavilion that we were in.
June 18th in Marshall: Emily returned to Marshall Day Camp to do a program all about nests. 25 campers learned about how much work it
really is to build a nest, by trying to build some of their own! They were able to observe a variety of real bird nests and play a matching game.
We also went on a short hike to look for some nests in the wild.
June 23rd in Marshall: Emily organized an event at Butterfield Youth Service’s summer camp. About 50 students
were able to participate in the event. Emily assisted them in making birdhouses and some fun bird treats! Andrew
Mothershead, Conservation Agent with the MDC, brought animal pelts and information on the furbearers of
Missouri. Master Naturalist Roxanne Stockdall discussed macro-invertebrates with the students down by a stream
on the Butterfield property and Master Naturalist Elizabeth Stockdall and her reptile friends were a big hit! Thank
you to everyone who helped out!
June 25th in Marshall: Emily made her last visit to Marshall Day Camp. Campers were able to learn about birds
while playing a couple of fun, outdoor games. The Great Migration Challenge game demonstrated the difficulty of
the long journeys that so many birds make every year. The Feeding Frenzy game showed the campers that it is a
full time job for mom and dad birds to feed their hungry babies!
June 27th at Dunn Ranch Prairie: Most of the MRBO staff was able to attend the first ever Prairie Days
event organized by The Nature Conservancy and Missouri Department of Conservation. We provided banding
demonstrations and discussions of bird habitat to the visiting public. Throughout the morning, we had about 70
visitors at our station.

Grassland Bird Survey Project

FY2015 marked the third year of grassland survey work under the Missouri Department of
Conservation (MDC), and the fourth with the National Audubon Society. MRBO’s grassland surveys
have retained the same robust protocol over the years, while site selection has become increasingly
targeted towards priority landscapes in Missouri. Public land managers seeking feedback about the
outcomes of their management strategies use MRBO bird survey data to assess the effects of actions
such as prescribed fire, grazing, and removal of invasive woody plants on native prairies. On private
lands, MRBO data inform interested landowners about how their grazing management influences
native bird populations. The survey data also help Audubon assess the bird-friendliness of private
properties engaged in the Prairie Bird Initiative.

MRBO’s grassland bird survey project has a statewide breeding season component and more
locally-targeted spring and fall migration season components. Throughout the breeding season, our
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are to document every bird seen and heard on prairies selected by the MDC and Audubon
coneflower.
as particularly important to bird conservation. Breeding season survey sites are spread from the Joplin
area to the Iowa border, and include well-known areas like Wah’Kon-Tah and Dunn Ranch Prairies as well as properties undergoing grassland
restoration, such as Schell-Osage Conservation Area.
During spring and fall migration, MRBO uses both banding and survey methods to track the timing, diversity, abundance, and habitat use
of birds during these less well-known portions of the life cycle. Our spring migration banding/observation sites are Mora and Bruns Tract
Conservation Areas located near Sedalia. These two sites were selected for comparison because, though they are both prairie, they display
different vegetation composition and undergo very different management regimes. During fall migration, Mora and Bruns Tract are surveyed
using standard transect methodology along with nearby Hi-Lonesome, Ionia Ridge and Paint Brush Prairies.
During FY2015, some of the accomplishments of MRBO’s grassland bird survey project include:
»»

The five fall migration sites were surveyed 12 times each between 1 September and 15 November 2014, resulting in almost 5,000
individual bird detections. We were able to generate density estimates of grassland-dependent birds for each site, as well as compare
the density data to previous years. We also produced maps of density hotspots for each grassland species (see example, below right),
which gave the MDC Area Manager a visual representation of concentrated migrant use of each prairie.

»»

The Mora and Bruns Tract spring migration stations were operated from 6 April to 12 May 2015. Nearly 200 birds of 29 species
were banded. An additional 2,000 individual birds were documented using the sites during the migration period. MRBO data at
these sites from 2013 to present display changing bird abundance and habitat use as the vegetation structure and management have
changed over time.

»»

Breeding season surveys in 2015 included 40 sites owned and managed by the MDC, The Nature Conservancy and the Missouri
Prairie Foundation, as well as 11 sites in private ownership. Surveyors logged 18,351 individual bird detections; of these, 10,383
represented MRBO’s target grassland-dependent species. This enormous dataset can be added to the >25,000 detections from 2012,
2013 and 2014 seasons.
Paint Brush Prairie CA

»»

These data have been shared with public and private land managers throughout the state in a variety of forms, including face-to2014 Fall Prairie Bird Migration Raw Density
face meetings and presentations, formal reports, and an on-line system that allows managers unlimited access to bird data for their
property.

Bobolink

Left: Sunrise at the Missouri Department of Conservation’s Paint Brush Prairie.
Right: A density hot-spot map showing areas of highest use of Paint Brush by migrating Bobolinks in fall 2014. Red lines indicate survey transect locations.
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Wetland Bird Survey Project

MRBO’s wetland bird survey project gained enormous momentum in FY2015. This project originally began as a partnership with state and
federal agencies in 2012 as a regional program aimed at estimating the Midwest populations of Rails and Bitterns. In 2014, MRBO modified
the regional program’s study design and protocol to more closely fit the needs of Missouri land managers. In early 2015, the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and MDC Private Lands Division accepted our proposal for this year’s migration and breeding
season surveys.
A sample of 36 private wetlands enrolled in the Wetlands Reserve Easement (WRE) program were chosen by MDC/NRCS wetland biologists
for potential inclusion in the final study design. The sites were located throughout the state, with concentration in the Grand River, Mississippi
River, and Osage River watersheds as well as the Missouri Bootheel. With the cooperative agreement between MRBO and the agencies
specifying a 20-site sample, MRBO staff worked to narrow down the site selection based on wetland size, configuration, accessibility, and
importance in a landscape context. Under these criteria, we ended up with a sample of 30 WRE sites for the 2015 season.
Study protocol for the wetlands project consists of line-transect surveys with observers documenting all birds seen and heard. Additionally,
a series of audio broadcasts of 8 target species’ vocalizations is performed at the halfway point on each transects. These vocalization trials
are designed to elicit responses from secretive species that are not usually detectable. Surveyors also document water levels and vegetation
structure and composition along transects.
These data are provided to NRCS and MDC biologists and used to inform water level management, wetland configuration, and future
restoration design. Other than MRBO surveys, very little monitoring data are currently collected for WRE wetlands. Bird use during the
migration and breeding seasons provide wetland managers with a biological indicator of wetland vegetation structure and hydrological
function. Additionally, survey data are provided to each WRE landowner in a map format. Our data have been received with great interest
and even pride as WRE landowners get positive feedback on the abundance and diversity of birds sustained by their property.
Highlights of the 2015 wetland bird survey season include:
»»

30 sites were surveyed during the migration season and 28 sites were re-visited during the breeding season.

»»

During migration, surveyors logged a total of 10,230 bird detections of which 7,203 were wetland-dependent species.

Of the wetland-dependent birds documented, 6,458 detections occurred during the migration season and only 745 during the
breeding season. This is indicative of the higher abundance and diversity of migration, where resident and remaining wintering birds
are joined by seasonal breeders and passage migrants. However, these numbers are also a result of extremely high water levels
during the 2015 breeding season. Of the 28 sites accessible during this window, 26
contained abnormally high water levels that were useable to only a subset of the
wetland breeding bird community.
Pied-billed Grebe, a wetland-dependent species.
»»

»» With partners at the MDC and NRCS, MRBO is developing strategies for
expanding the wetland survey project in 2016. We anticipate that 40 WRE sites
will be on the docket for next year’s surveys, including sites that have not yet
undergone restoration as well as comparison sites that display former vs. modern
restoration practices.
»» A series of landowner meetings, one in each region, are planned for the
coming months. These meetings will allow MRBO staff to present survey results
from 2015 to individual landowners of each property and discuss the management
strategies that resulted in varying bird densities. We will also discuss identification,
habitat needs, and conservation of Missouri’s non-game migrant and breeding
birds. Plans for 2016 include increased landowner outreach and recognition
for these private properties that contribute significantly to the conservation of
Missouri’s wetland birds.

Bottomland Forest Bird Survey Project

Left: Coon Island Conservation Area in late April. Right: the six study sites in the Bootheel where MRBO conducted breeding season surveys.

With guidance and funding from the MDC, MRBO initiated a new endeavor in 2015, the bottomland forest bird survey project. This
represents an exciting new partnership between MRBO and the MDC’s Forestry Division. The project also affords MRBO an opportunity
to contribute to conservation in a unique, increasingly rare habitat type. The state of Missouri has lost over 80% of its historic river-bottom
forest primarily due to extensive logging in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, as well as conversion to agriculture that continues to the present
day.
MDC Foresters have made great strides in improving the restoration and management of Missouri’s remaining bottomland forests. The
Forestry Division is now implementing many complex practices to restore natural hydrology, tree species composition, and ecosystem
function to bottomlands throughout the state. Progressive forestry practices in Missouri’s Bootheel region based on Lower Mississippi Valley
Joint Venture (LMVJV) guidelines have been put in place to dramatically improve the health of our public bottomlands.
As birds are commonly recognized as good indicators of habitat quality and forest condition, MDC Natural Areas Coordinator Mike Leahy
approached MRBO in late 2014 with a proposal for bird surveys in the Bootheel bottomland forests. Since MDC forest practices have
incorporated LMVJV’s management guidelines, MRBO and the MDC also employed the LMVJV’s bird survey protocol. In this way, we
were not only able to follow well-tested data collection and analysis procedures, we are also able to contribute Missouri’s data to the regional
forest conservation effort.
The LMVJV bird survey protocol involves a strictly timed point count session conducted at randomly selected points within each forest
unit. For 2015 surveys, six forested Conservation Areas (see map, top right) were selected that each contained recently treated units as well
as control units consisting of mature forest that had not undergone any recent management actions. A total of 85 point count locations were
provided to MRBO for survey during the late May/early June breeding season window.
The first year’s objectives for bottomland forest survey project were met in 2015 despite extreme weather events throughout the region and
associated flooding of study sites. Here are some of the accomplishments of the project this year:
»»

Surveys were completed at all 85 point count locations. 858 birds of 47 species were documented within the point count radii. An
additional 120 birds were recorded outside of point counts.

»»

While every bird seen and heard on survey was recorded, the LMVJV has identified a set of priority species that are of highest
conservation concern. Of this list of 16 species, MRBO point counts documented 12, many of them in large numbers. Acadian
Flycatcher and Prothonotary Warbler alone comprised 273 individual bird detections.

»»

Several Swainson’s Warblers were documented at Donaldson Point Conservation Area. Numbers of this species have diminished
throughout its range due to its reliance on extensive cane thickets for nesting. While cane has grown quite scarce throughout the
southeast as a result of logging, the Bootheel forests still have several cane thickets.

»»

MRBO operated the project efficiently and ended the season with a budget surplus, allowing for further survey work with the
Forestry Division in 2016 at no additional cost to the MDC.

FY2015 Income by Program
Grasslands
Wetlands
Bottomlands
Education
Unrestricted
Total

FY2015 Financials

FY2015 Expenditures by Program
Grasslands
Wetlands
Bottomlands
Education
General Operating
Total

$47,299.61
$21,647.53
$20,000.00
$8,431.28
$32,868.99
$130,247.41

FY2015 Expenditures by Item
Salaries & Benefits
Assistant Housing & Office Utilities
Survey & Education Travel
Field Equipment & Program Supplies
Professional Meetings and Trainings
Miscellaneous Expenses (printing, computer hardware, insurance, etc).

$54,219.09
$17,525.10
$6,367.56
$16,051.47
$18,494.12
$112,657.34

$75,336.88
$9,733.19
$16,828.86
$5,214.85
$743.09
$4,800.47
$112,657.34

Remaining FYE2014
Remaining FYE2015

$20,223.99
$37,814.06
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The Missouri River Bird Observatory Mission: to contribute to the conservation of Missouri’s birds & their habitats via research, monitoring & education.

